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OUR TEAM
Team 363A Anonymous is located in Anaheim 

California. Our team consist of 7 and 8 grade 
students from El Rancho Middle School.
This is our first year in VEX VRC Division, but the team
has competed previous years  in VEX IQ division
winning multiple awards on regional  as well as
California State and World Championships.  The 
team is State Champion 2014-2015 and 4th place

 in the World Championships 2014-2015, 

VEX IQ Middle Shcool Division. 
For the past tree years, we have helped students acquire skills in mechanical 
engineering and computer                      science, as well as gain valuable 

experience in leadership                            and teamwork. 
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OUR WORK 
TOURNAMENTS Team 363A competes in the 
internationally recognized VEX Robotics Competitions. 

Each year, VEX creates a new “challenge” to be played at 

tournaments, where teams first compete 

regionally for spots at the subsequent State, National and 

World VRC Championships. 

Link: http://www.vexrobotics.com/ 

 

BUILDING PROCESS Beginning as early as summer each 

year, our club joins the many teams in the world in 

designing, building and testing a robot for VEX’s 

challenge. Weeks are spent testing various ideas, 

to create the ideal structure. Afterward, we start building 
and programming our robots, constantly learning and 

improving from tournament experiences. 

 

SIDE PROJECTS In addition to preparing for tournaments, we 

also take on side projects for our club and for fun! Past 

examples include a water pump controled with arduino 

and sensor to water the plants when moisture level is low.
This year we are intending to build a submarine craft for
underwater exploration.   
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OUR WORK (con.) 
THIS SEASON’S AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS 

1  Tournament Excellence Award 
    Tournament Robot/Programming Skills Champion  
    Tournament Innovate Award
   

 

                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
FUNDING 

Funding primarily comes from members’ donations, friends and family

donations, selling items, fundraising events. 
However, robot parts and competition registration are very costly, forcing 

our team to seek support from sponsors. 
Each basic robot needs $1000 in equipment, while a competitive 

robot requires additional parts costing up to $2000 more. Registration for 

events are also costly, ranging from $100 for local event to $800 for
World Championship.
Although we are doing what we can to continue offering opportunities 

to as many members as possible, sponsor support would be pivotal in 

allowing us to continue to compete. Our team possesses the 
drive and dedication that, with enough resources, is sure to take 

us far. 
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Why invest? 

We strive to expand our presence both in our area and in 
the robotics community where, even as a relatively new 

team, we have already sent multiple teams to State and 

World Competitions.  
 

What we use the money for: 

Registering for VEX, entering competitions 

Purchasing new parts and tools 

Supporting more robots to allow for more teams and 

club members 

SPONSORSHIP 

PACKAGES 

Bronze Sponsor 

$200 - $399 
Logo on website 

Logo on promotional 

banner at tournaments 
 

Silver Sponsor 

$400 - $799 
All Bronze benefits 

Logo on team T-shirt 

Logo on promotional banner 

at Team 363A’s station at all 
tournaments 

Gold Sponsor

$800 -$1599 
All Silver and Bronze benefits 

Logo on all of Team 363A’s robots  
Prominent positions on all 
promotional products (banners, T

-shirts, robot) 

Diamond Sponsor 
$1600+ 
All Gold, Silver and Bronze benefits 
Most prominent positions on all 

promotional products (banners, T

-shirts, robot). Sponsor name will 
be mentioned when team 
recieves any award on competitions.
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Club Advisor 

Dimitre Batchev 
 Email: dimitre@softempower.com
 Phone: (310)-418-8464 

 

Team Email 
    363Anonymous@softempower.com 

 

CONTACT US 

 

Mailing Address 

 SoftEmower Robotics 

 6432 E Lookout Lane 

 Anaheim, CA 92807
 

Website 

 http://363anonymous.softempower.com

Thank you for considering 

becoming a sponsor of Team 363A. 
We appreciate any support and 

look forward to a successful year of SoftEmower Robotics! 
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